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Abstract: This paper examines a topic that has not gained much analytic atten-
tion in research on represented talk: how recipients respond, and how their
responses shape the ongoing interaction. Using conversation analysis, we inves-
tigate responses to represented talk in complaint stories told in autobiographical
interviews. Supportive recipient actions are the most common, but on occasion
the recipient other-initiates repair on the quoted talk. These other-initiations of
repair are done as candidate understandings, formatted as positive declarative
questions, and regularly locate the specific trouble source in the represented talk
through prosodic emphasis. In some instances, they do no more than seeking
confirmation of the story recipient’s uncertain understanding, but often, the
other-initiations of repair are produced or understood as questioning the accept-
ability of the represented talk. For the most part tellers reaffirm, defend, and
reinforce their claim that the talk happened as previously portrayed. By rejecting
the recipient’s challenge, the tellers show that they expect a more empathetic
stance from the story recipient. Finally, we consider what the participants may
accomplish with the observed practices in the autobiographic interview as an
institutional activity.

Keywords: represented talk and thought, reported speech, candidate under-
standings, other-initiations of repair, complaint stories, interviews

1 Introduction

Research on represented talk and thought (RT) in social interaction has illumi-
nated the methods by which such talk is produced and what actions and stances,
identities, and social relationships are accomplished by it. In order to appreciate
this representational work as an interactional accomplishment, the RT recipient’s
response is necessarily given analytic attention (e.g., Couper-Kuhlen 2012; Holt
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2000; Koshik 2005; Selting 2010; also Berger and Pekarek Doehler, Heinemann
and Wagner, Kim, Nguyen, this Special Issue). However, recipient responses to
represented talk have not been made a topic of investigation in their own right.
This study examines how recipients respond to enactments of RT in complaint
stories in autobiographical research interviews. Overwhelmingly such responses
are aligning or affiliative (Stivers 2008). In a small number of cases, the story
recipient responds to RT with an other-initiation of repair (OI). As we will show,
the RT OIs are not only structurally disaligning but are often designed or taken up
as questioning the plausibility or social appropriateness of the talk that the teller
attributes to a character in the story.

The paper is organized as follows. To begin with, we will briefly consider the
role of responses to RT in complaint stories (Section 1.1). Following the descrip-
tion of our data and method (Section 2), we will turn to recipient responses in the
interview material (Section 3). After illustrating responses that endorse the RT
speaker’s project or stance (Section 3.1), we will describe the structure of
responses that treat the RT as problematic with other-initiations of repair, speci-
fically with candidate understandings (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The main analytical
sections examine candidate understandings that address the RT as a problem of
understanding (Section 4.1) and acceptability (Section 4.2), and consider how the
participants treat candidate understandings that appear in close succession
within the same activity (Section 5). We conclude by summarizing the findings
and discuss how they may be understood as showing the participants’ diverging
orientations to the research interview as an institutional activity (Section 6).

1.1 RT and RT responses in complaint stories

Ordinary conversation is ripe with stories of “transgression and misconduct”
(Drew 1998) in which a third party perpetrates some offensive act against the
teller. Through the telling, tellers seek to engage their listeners as allies, solicit-
ing support for the teller (as a figure in the story), their proper conduct and
morally superior status, and censure of the third party’s moral failure. For
complaint stories to gain the affiliation they solicit, tellers must portray events
as credible. One practice to achieve this is to enact rather than describe the talk
in the storyworld, “the context offered by the reporting speaker to situate the
reported speech” (Buttny 1998: 48). Through represented talk, the teller invites
the recipient to participate as a witness to the displaced actions and at the same
time brings off his or her affective and moral stance toward the antagonist and
the transgressive conduct. A perspicuous moment for represented talk in the
storytelling is the climax (Holt 2000). At such “empathic moments” (Heritage
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2011), tellers regularly make a response slot available in which the recipient is
expected to display affiliation with the teller’s stance. Data in the published
literature (e.g., Holt and Clift 2007) show that RT responses usually endorse the
RT speaker’s project or stance, as in the excerpt below.

[Holt:C85:4:3] in Drew (1998: 307)

13 Les: AND uh ^we were looking rou-nd the ↓sta:lls ‘n poking

14 about ‘n he came up t’me ‘n he said Oh: hhello Lesley,

15 (.) ^still trying to buy something f’nothing,

16 ( ): tch!

17 Joy: hh [hahhhhhh!

18 Les: [^hhohhh!

19 (0.8)

20 Joy: Oo [: : :] : L e s l e y]

21 Les: [^Oo:.] ehh heh ^heh]

Through her laughter response (line 17) and display of empathy (line 20),
Joyce takes Lesley’s side in the portrayed encounter with a mutual acquaintance,
and Lesley in turn affiliates with Joyce’s stance displays (lines 18 and 21). In this
way teller and recipient achieve a joint affective and moral perspective on the
offending third party. With their ‘supportive’ responses, RT recipients orient to
an interactional preference for prosocial alignment (Drew 1998; Koshik 2005;
Mandelbaum 2013; Sacks 1987; Stivers 2008) with their coparticipant’s actions
and stances. This orientation is also in evidence in the autobiographical inter-
views (Section 3.1). On occasion, however, the recipient withholds aligning or
affiliative uptake and orients to the RT as problematic. The analysis focuses on
the occasions, formats, and interactional consequences of these actions.

2 Data and method

The data come from a corpus of approximately 100 hours of interview interaction,
conducted by Matthew Prior with nine immigrants from Southeast Asia who were
residents in the US and Canada at the time of data collection. The larger study was
motivated by the researcher’s interest in immigrants’ sociolinguistic trajectories and
narrative sense-making (see Prior 2016 for details). Multiple interviews lasted from
30 minutes to 90 minutes and took place over a few months to a span of five years.
The face-to-face interviews were audio-recorded with the participants’ consent.
They were carried out primarily in English, the researcher’s first language and the
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participants’ second language. The participants were highly competent L2 English
speakers. Nonstandard features in their English varieties did not become interac-
tionally consequential; therefore, those features are not considered in the analysis.
The datawere transcribed according to standard conversation–analytic convention.
Participants’ names and identifying personal details have been anonymized. In this
corpus, we located 19 sequences in which the interviewer as story recipient other-
initiates repair on the teller’s use of RT. Selected prosodic features in the collection
were described using Praat audio software.

3 Recipient responses to RT in autobiographic
interviews

3.1 Responses that treat RT as unproblematic

In the interview corpus, the tellers succeed, for the most part, in getting the
interviewer’s alignment to the represented talk as a story recipient who follows
the story, endorses the teller’s depiction of events, and supports the teller’s
affective posture with affiliative stance displays. Excerpts 1–4 show the most
common responsive actions to RT in the interviews (“I” stands for interviewer).

(1) Asian Girls
01 K: an’ he said, YOU ORIENTAL GIRL.

02 YOU GUYS SHOULD WORK IN THE BAR (.)

03 instead of working over here.

04 → I: mm

05 K: no, she- he didn’t say oriental girl.

06 he said Asian (.) Asian.

07 → I: mhm

(2) Kung Fu (Kasper and Prior 2015)
01 J: an’ he say >OKAY- OKAY- OKAY-< (.) ˚okay

02 (.) I leave you alone. >I not teasing you

03 no more. ˚<

04 → I: >eheh eheh eheh<

05 J: ˚leave you- (.) £an˚ (.) so he (.)

06 THOUGHT I- (.) an I say OH:: so it

07 WORK (h) i (h) n (h) g£ [HA HA HA

08 → I: [ha ha ha
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(3) Warehouse
01 R: .hh £seeing around.hh and, (0.4) I-I-

02 ask her.hhh what if, (0.3) she caught

03 me and-and hoh (0.5) I’m lifting boxes.

04 (0.3) hh a (h) nd she-she told me (0.2)

05 >an’ he told me<£ (0.2).hhh um you are

06 curious. (0.5) you- you lifting, (0.3)

07 boxes because you are curious=y-you want

08 to se- to see something inside the box.

09 ˚˚>he he he<˚˚

10 (1.4)

11 R: .hh[hh ]

12 → I: [£that’s cra (h) z] [y:. ]£

13 R: [.ha-] (.) £it’s crazy£

(4) North and South
01 D: they ask me- even if they-they s- they

02 Ho Chi Minh they always ask me (0.4)

03 you chi-huh-south or north.

04 (0.5)

05 I can tell=I a:m (0.7) together.

06 → I: uh heh heh

07 (3.2)

08 → D: oh WO::W you cool boy together.=
09 =ye:::s
10 I: so is there a big difference? (.) like

11 um- (1.2) so y-y- (1.3) you tell

12 Vietnamese (0.5) people that you are

13 from the south or the middle ‘er,

In Excerpt 1, the story recipient aligns himself to the RT (line 4) and the third
turn repair (line 7) with neutral acknowledgment tokens that do not carry any
affective stance marking. In Excerpt 2, the recipient affiliates with the teller’s
stance with laughter in response to the turning point of the story (line 4) and
the teller’s laughter invitation (line 8). In Excerpt 3, the teller’s laughter invitation
after the completion of an RT episode generates an assessment sequence in which
the participants achieve a shared affiliative stance (lines 12 and 13). In Excerpt 4,
the recipient responds to the RT with a weak laughter response (line 6). The teller
takes the response to show an insufficient grasp of the RT’s implication and enacts
a response in the constructed dialogue that displays awe and admiration (line 8).
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As Excerpts 3 and 4 indicate, tellers show their expectation that the recipient
display appreciation of an RT episode by making response turns available, and
they pursue an affiliative response when the recipient does not deliver one.

3.2 Responses that treat RT as problematic

In a much smaller number of instances, the recipient treats the RT as problematic
with an other-initiation of repair (OI). Excerpts 5–8 illustrate several sequential and
turn-constructional features that the RT OIs in the collection have in common.

(5) E: I would like to find somebody I can-can- (0.4)

can- (0.3) can be- (0.2) be able to help me..hh

(1.6) that I-I can talk to I can,.hh I can s:olve

my problem >but I can-I don’t-< but you,.hh but

you you make me feel bad.

(0.3)

E: you [see?

I: [you TOLD her that.

(6) K: (RT to customer in department store)

or (are you) just a low class (0.7) ↑SPEA↓ker

(0.3) that I have to pay attention to

(0.4)

I: you said THAT t’ him?

(7) E: >suddenly I said no I don’ wanna see you< anymore.

(0.3)

I: >she said that?<

(8) E: so I told her that.

(0.4)

I: you told HER:.

With some regularity, the RT is followed by a gap of silence in which the
recipient passes up the opportunity to display his stance toward the RT. The next
action is either an other-initiation of repair by the RT recipient or a response
pursuit by the RT speaker (Excerpt 5), to which the RT recipient then responds
with a candidate understanding. The recipient initiates the repair by displaying
how he tentatively understands the RT and offers up his candidate understand-
ing for confirmation (Schegloff et al. 1977). The candidate understandings
are full sentential turn constructional units (TCUs) and the only TCU in the OI
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turn. They are constructed as positive polar questions with declarative syntax
and global rising or falling pitch direction. The declarative questions are com-
posed with the same categories of grammatical resources: a subject pronoun
that anaphorically references the RT speaker, a verbum dicendi that formulates
the action of saying, the demonstrative pronoun (“that”) that anaphorically
references the quote that the OI addresses itself to, and often a personal
pronoun in objective case that anaphorically references the addressee of the
talk in the story.

Typically the OI speaker marks with prosodic emphasis which of these
components are uncertain or otherwise problematic for him. In Excerpt 5, the
trouble source is the action of saying as an on-the-record social action, as
opposed to, for example, what the RT speaker might have thought, intended
or implied, or how the OI speaker understands the upshot from the RT. In
Excerpt 6, the action of saying is also marked as somewhat problematic, but
the main concern is what the RT speaker purportedly said. In Excerpt 7, the
identity of the RT speaker is at issue. Since the RT in the stories is always
constructed as part of a conversational exchange, there is a possibility that the
teller attributed the talk to another party than what the recipient understood.
In Excerpt 8, the identity of the RT’s addressee in the story is marked as
uncertain.

In the next section we will discuss some properties of other-initiations of
repair and of polar questions as practices used to implement them.

3.3 Other-initiations of repair

We summarize here some of the well-known properties of other-initiations of
repair that are pertinent to the analytical focus of this paper. The most funda-
mental role of OI is to address problems of hearing and understanding in talk
(Schegloff et al. 1977). OI is responsive to the talk it treats as problematic, and it
is also a first pair part with its own sequential trajectory (Schegloff 2007). As an
initiating action, OI projects a response by the trouble source speaker – the
repair – that addresses the trouble source in some way, for instance by revising
the problematic talk or, when the repair initiation indicates an uncertain under-
standing, confirming or disconfirming the candidate understanding. OI is also a
dispreferred action: like all forms of repair, OI puts the progressivity of the talk
on hold, and by doing so from second position (i.e., in the turn, or a turn, after
the trouble-source turn), other-initiation is also dispreferred relative to self-
initiation of repair, the first available and therefore preferred alternative
(Schegloff et al. 1977). One structural feature that marks OI as a dispreferred
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action is that it regularly comes after a gap of silence, as the OIs in our collection
overwhelmingly do.

Because of its organizational properties, OI can also serve as a vehicle for
other actions than pointing up problems in hearing and understanding (Robinson
2006; Schegloff 2007; Svennevig 2008). By other-initiating repair, the recipient of
some prior talk can question the acceptability of the trouble source (Svennevig
2008), indicating that the located talk “might in various ways be wrong, inaccu-
rate or perhaps inapposite” (Drew 1997: 69). OIs may consequently be taken as
disagreement-implicative actions (Robinson 2006; Schegloff 2007):

OIR [can be] understood as projecting repair initiators’ interpersonal disalignment with –
for example, disbelief in, disagreement with, challenge to, or rejection of – the action
being pursued in the trouble-source talk, and this type of understanding can affect how
trouble-source speakers’ respond to OIR. (Robinson 2006: 139)

Through the organization of the repair, the trouble-source speaker can show that
they recognize the recipient’s turn as a repair initiation and as a disagreement-
implicative action (Schegloff 2007). Svennevig (2008) observes that repair initia-
tors orient to a preference hierarchy that treats a problem as a matter of hearing
(the least serious) over understanding and acceptability (more serious). Practices
for other-initiating repair also range on a scale according to their ability to locate
the trouble source. The weakest are open class repair initiators (Drew 1997) such
as “what?” and “huh?” that do not specify the repairable, while candidate under-
standings such as the ones in our collection are the most specific (Schegloff 2007).
Candidate understandings are further differentiated in strength through their
global1 prosodic format. An upward pitch direction (Excerpts 6 and 7) indexes
less certainty whereas downward pitch direction (Excerpts 5 and 8) indexes higher
certainty (Couper-Kuhlen 2012).

The candidate understandings in our collection are designed as positive
polarity questions, and as such they carry some of the same interactional
properties as polar questions in general. Typically, preferred responses to posi-
tive declarative questions are “type-conforming” (Raymond 2003); that is, they
have the same polarity as the question (yes or equivalent to a positive polarity
question) and are used to do such actions as agreeing, accepting, or confirming
(Hayano 2013). But just like OIs, polar questions can be used to do other actions,
including antagonistic actions like criticizing and challenging (Hayano 2013,
Koshik 2005). In that case, their preference structure can be reversed. When

1 ‘Global’ uses of prosodic features (pitch and loudness) extend to an entire turn-constructional
unit (Selting 1996).
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used as candidate understandings in response to represented talk, reverse
polarity questions can challenge the RT as improbable or objectionable.

In the following sections we will examine the courses of action that the RT
OIs initiate and how the OI sequences serve to construct the participants’
relations in the interview context. Section 4 describes the formats and trajec-
tories of candidate understandings that treat the constructed talk as a problem
of understanding (Section 4.1) and acceptability (Section 4.2). Section 5 is con-
cerned with candidate understandings in response to different moments in one
extended talk enactment.

4 Candidate understandings of represented talk

4.1 Understanding problems

The first two excerpts are from an extended story in which the interviewee (E)
complains about being treated poorly as a customer in a bank. In Excerpt 9 he
portrays in a constructed dialogue how he complained about a bank clerk
named Jenny to another clerk at the bank and how the clerk responded.

(9) The Bank (Prior, 2011)
121 E: suddenly I- I ask him (.) can I call you

122 a question?.hhh (0.5).hh you know what

123 because, (0.3) I use’ to deal with Jenny.

124 (0.3) could you tell me why (.) why Jenny

125 so:, (0.2).hh so rude to people? (0.7)

126 why Jenny so rude to me:, (2.4) >an’

127 suddenly he said-< (0.6) OH: because you

128 Asian.

129 (3.0)

130 → I: he said that.=
131 → E: =yeah.
132 (0.5)

133 E: an’ he Filipino.=
134 I: =°uhuh?°
135 E: so they know each oth- (0.3) they know

136 her attitude °right?° =
137 I: =u[huh?
138 E: [so may’ he know.
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139 (0.4)

140 E: .hhh >an’ he (said-)< (0.3) oh don’t worry

141 b’cuz, (0.3) because you’re Asian.

((story continues))

Both parts of the constructed dialogue are prefaced with a quotative that E
uses to mark the projected talk as out of the ordinary (line 121: “suddenly I- I ask
him”; lines 126 and 127: “>an’ suddenly he said-<”). Against the stepwise build-
up of E’s question (lines 121–126), the bank clerk’s answer (lines 127 and 128) has
the short and laconic design of a punch line: “OH: because you Asian.” With the
emphatic oh-token as a response preface, the figure of the clerk treats the
question as asking the obvious (Heritage 1998): E (the customer) should know
that Jenny acts rudely toward him because of his ethnicity.

After the clerk’s answer, a long gap of silence ensues. By halting the story, E
shows that he expects the interviewer as story recipient to show that he recog-
nizes the implication of the clerk’s answer. Instead, the interviewer checks his
understanding that the clerk was indeed the speaker of the enacted answer (line
130: “he said that.”). The trouble source is located with higher pitch, and the
global falling pitch direction indexes the interviewer’s relative confidence in his
understanding. Latched onto the OI, E confirms with a firm but otherwise
unmarked “yeah” token.

Repair completions after other-initiations of repair make a response from the
repair initiator relevant that shows whether or not the repair has solved the
problem. Successful completion is regularly indicated with a sequence-closing
third (Schegloff 2007:140), as we also see in the RT OI sequences (Excerpts 11,
15). The brief gap of silence after the confirmation (line 132) suggests that E
expects but does not get a response from the interviewer. At this point E could
have resumed the story. Instead he launches another side sequence (lines 133–
138) in which he pursues a response from the interviewer showing that he
understands the clerk’s rejoinder, “because you Asian.” E’s method of response
pursuit is to explain the race relations at the bank (line 133: “an’ he Filipino.”;
lines 135 and 136: “so they know each oth- (0.3) they know her attitude °right?°”;
line 138: “so may’ he know.”).2 The explanations provide inferential links to the
clerk’s category account and are designed to help the interviewer understand the
implications of the clerk’s answer. However, the interviewer registers E’s expla-
nations with uhuh? (lines 134 and 137) but does not claim or show that he

2 “An’” signals continuity with the business of the confirmation check in that it prefaces a
relevant characterization of the RT speaker. “an’ he Filipino” co-categorizes the clerk as ‘Asian’
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comprehends E’s categorization work. After concluding the explanation
sequence without achieving further uptake (lines 138 and 139), E resumes the
storytelling by performing another version of the clerk’s category account.

The understanding check in this excerpt quickly resolved the uncertain
speaker attribution in accordance with the interviewer’s expectation, but it
also prompted an explanation aimed at getting the interviewer to appreciate
the discrimination that the teller portrayed in the constructed dialogue. The next
two excerpts show how the interviewer’s uncertain understanding is discon-
firmed by the teller. In Excerpt 10, from the same story, E enacts how he
terminated his professional relationship with the rude bank clerk.

(10) The Bank
41 E: >suddenly I said no I don’ wanna see

42 you< anymore.

43 → I: >she said that?<

44 (0.3)

45 → E: no I told her >I said I don’t want-I

46 don’t want< next like appointment. =I- I

47 we- I would like to find somebody else.

E identifies himself in the figure of the bank customer as the RT speaker
(line 41), yet the interviewer understands that it was the bank clerk who called
off the business relationship. That understanding possibly comes from E’s pre-
ceding description of Jenny’s repeated rude conduct. E disconfirms the inter-
viewer’s understanding with a no-prefaced reference repair that specifies the
speaker and the recipient of the enacted talk (line 45). After correcting the RT
attribution, the repair is complete. However, as he re-enters the storytelling, E
reworks what he purportedly said to the clerk in a manner that shows his
continued orientation to the understanding problem. The new version elaborates
the earlier RT in a way reminiscent of what Jefferson (1985) characterizes as
“unpacking a gloss” and Drew as “overdetermined descriptions of actions”
(1998: 318). In the re-enactment, E unpacks the earlier “I don’ wanna see you
anymore” into two components that are implied in terminating the professional
relationship with the clerk but not with the bank, “I don’t want next like
appointment [with you]” and “I would like to find somebody else [i.e., another
bank clerk].” These formulations are unambiguously bound to the category of

and invokes the clerk’s epistemic authority on the matter of racial discrimination. “So” estab-
lishes the inferential link between the clerk’s (and, as indexed with “they,” presumably other
bank workers’) ethnicity and their knowledge of Jenny’s racist ‘attitude.’
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customer. With their production, E can be seen to retroactively treat “I don’
wanna see you anymore” as equivocal and therefore something that could have
been said by the clerk, in the way the recipient understood. The unpacked re-
enactment removes the ambiguity.3 By making explicit what was purportedly
said, the unpacking clarifies who said it.

The next excerpt, also from an interview with E, starts in the final portion of
a story that E tells about being laid off from a job in Canada.

(11) Laid off
18 E: (they so:) because it slow season right

19 now.=that’s why we lay you off (0.2).hh

20 you can come back here, (0.7) in (.) June

21 and May.

22 (1.7)

23 E: >but I was a- ver-< (.) I was very- (0.2)

24 v:ery angry >insi:de I said< you know,

25 (1.0) >but I don’t want to talk- I don’t

26 want to answer t’ them.=I said< °no:°

27 (0.8) >in summertime no I never come back

28 here<=I go:.hh find another job.

29 (0.4)

30 → I: you [told him that?

31 E: [like-

32 (0.4)

33 → E: no I- inside of me,=
34 I: =°oh°
35 E: I tell myself=>I said<=they DON’ want me

36 now I-I better go.

37 (0.7)

38 I: so whaju you tell him?

In the constructed dialogue, “they” (the company) explain why they make E
redundant and offer to rehire him at a later time, an offer that E rejects (lines 26–
28). The rejection is constructed as the story climax and makes an empathetic
response relevant, especially since E explicitly formulated his anger at the

3 The formulations “I don’ wanna see you anymore” and “I would like to find somebody else”
are conventionally used to end sexual relationships, but neither participant registers them as
out of place in the professional setting that E portrays.
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company (lines 23–26). Yet instead the interviewer checks his understanding
that E actually said to “him” (E’s boss) what he enacted in the quote (line 30).
The OI locates the action of saying as the trouble source with higher volume of
the quotative verb (Figure 1).

The understanding check projects confirmation, but E disconfirms with a turn-
initial no and an incipient TCU “I-” that he self-repairs with a claim that the
telling occurred “inside of me” (line 33), reworking his formulation “insi:de I
said” (line 24) from the trouble source turn. The interviewer registers his changed
understanding with a sequence-closing third in line 34 (“°oh°”). Yet as projected
by the level terminal pitch of “inside of me,” E further expands the repair beyond
its completion. Similar to Excerpt 10, the expansion elaborates the repair, here
reinforcing the teller’s claim that his response to the company was something he
thought to himself, not said aloud. E achieves this by characterizing his response
unequivocally as thought with the quotative “I tell myself=>I said<”4 and the

Figure 1: RT OI in Excerpt 11 (lines 30 and 31).
Note: Top section represents the acoustic waveform; in lower section, loudness trace in dB is
represented by gray line and pitch trace in Hz is represented by black line.

4 Since the first quotative explicitly characterizes the projected utterance as thought, the
double framing indicates that “I said” here also prefaces the teller’s thought process. Tellers
use “I said” as a quotative to either frame represented talk or thought throughout the interview
corpus. The story recipient repeatedly registers this ambiguity, e.g., in Excerpt 15.
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pronominal reference in the repeated enactment (“they DON’ want me now,” line
35). But perhaps more critical to E’s larger project, by portraying his internal
reaction, he may again be pursuing an affiliative response from the story reci-
pient. E’s re-enacted thought process in the postcompletion expansion provides
another empathic moment, yet the interviewer remains unresponsive. Instead he
solicits the outstanding second pair part in the storyworld (line 38: “so whaju tell
him?”) and so moves the telling forward.

Excerpts 9, 10, and 11 illustrate how the RT recipient’s repair initiations
locate different trouble sources – the identity of the RT speaker (Excerpts 9 and
10) and the nature of the reported action as talk (Excerpt 11) – that are taken by
OI speaker and repair speaker as uncertainties in the story recipient’s under-
standing of the RT. The repairs remove the uncertainty by confirming (Excerpt 9)
or disconfirming (Excerpts 10 and 11) the RT recipient’s understanding. After
completing the repair, the teller does not immediately move ahead with the story
but does some other work, such as explaining the enacted talk and reworking
the quoted material in some way. These actions can be seen as efforts to make
the enacted talk or thought more plausible and to pursue empathetic uptake
from the recipient.

4.2 Acceptability problems

In the next three excerpts, the interviewer’s other-initiation of repair serves as a
platform for taking up an evaluative stance toward the addressed RT that shapes
the following talk in various ways. With these OIs, the interviewer calls the
acceptability of the RT into question (Svennevig 2008). The initial RT OIs have
the same turn format as those in Excerpts 9–11, except that they are prosodically
stance marked through upward shifts in pitch and volume. Considering the RT
they address and their prosodic format, they do reverse polarity questions
(Koshik 2005) that project a disconfirmation as preferred response. In a com-
parative analysis of other-initiations of repair with and without prosodic mark-
ing, Selting (1996) showed that “a prosodically unmarked configuration in repair
initiation (…) is used to signal ‘normal’ problems of hearing and understanding,”
whereas “a prosodically marked configuration is used as ‘astonished’ or ‘sur-
prised’ signalling of a problem of expectation which requires special treatment”
(1996: 231, italics in original). Problems of expectation or acceptability can be
indicated with a range of stance displays, from mild surprise to scorn and
disgust. In the larger activity of the complaint stories, the prosodically marked
OIs often treat the animated utterances as objectionable and morally accounta-
ble, and the talk they generate addresses these implications.
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In Excerpt 12, E produces an affectively loaded RT enactment of a physical
and verbal altercation with a jogger. The story comes toward the end of a series
of complaint stories that portray the teller in situations of discrimination and
mistreatment.

(12) Confrontation with Jogger
80 E: >suddenly he said-< (3.7) EXCUSE ME?

81 (2.0) IGNORANT, hh >HEH heh heh heh<

82 (0.5).hhh (0.5) an’ suddenly I- I said-

83 (0.5) GO FUCK YOURSELF, (1.0) you know how

84 to move? Can you move?

85 (0.7)

86 E: HEH heh heh heh [.hhh

87 → I: [£YOU (H) SAI (H) D ↑↑THAT?£=
88 → E: =£YE↑A:↓:H£ >I sai’< CAN YOU MOVE?

89 (1.0)

90 E: GO FUCK YOURSELF, (0.5) IGNORANT WHAT?

91 (2.0)

92 E: °ugh°

93 I: that’s who you are?

Different from his other complaint stories, E here responds with an
upgraded insult (lines 83 and 84). Jefferson et al. (1987) describe how partici-
pants introduce “improper” talk into the conversation as an invitation to give
the interaction an intimate turn and how recipients respond to such invitations.
In the autobiographical interviews, it is not uncommon that interviewees’ talk
takes on a confessional character or that the interview interaction bears resem-
blance to talk in psychotherapy (Prior 2016). Against that background, intervie-
wees’ invitations to intimacy are not in themselves inapposite, but they do pose
a particular challenge for the interviewer in how to manage such initiatives.

At several moments of the enacted encounter, the interviewer receives and
declines the invitation to respond to the improprieties. After the offensive
remark attributed to the jogger, E’s laughter (line 81) invites a laughter response
(Jefferson 1979) but gets no uptake. The interviewer may be withholding a
response as the story is still ongoing. The next invitational moment is after the
teller’s retaliation to the jogger, which completes the constructed exchange
(lines 83 and 84). When the interviewer again does not respond, E produces
extended laughter (line 86) that retrospectively casts his response to the jogger
as the story climax and further pursues affiliative uptake. At this point the
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interviewer responds with an other-initiation of repair (line 87). The OI is infused
with laugh particles, produced with a smile voice, global higher volume and
rising pitch direction, and dramatic step up in pitch on “THAT” (370 Hz at peak)
(Figure 2; compare the unmarked prosody of the OI in Excerpt 11, Figure 1).

We propose that through the clustering of prosodic features, the interviewer
manages E’s invitation to intimacy by simultaneously doing two opposing
actions. One action responds to the enacted retaliation, challenging it as offen-
sive and conveying a censuring stance toward it. The prosodic shape conveys
incredulity that E would act the way he claims and treats the impropriety as out
of character. The other action, conveyed through the smiling voice and laugh
particles, is responsive to the laughter invitation, showing appreciation5 not of
the impropriety as such but of the invitation to intimacy that the telling of the
impropriety carries and that E’s laughter pursues (Glenn, 2003). E’s response is
built to address the OI, the challenge, and the appreciation. With a confirmation
token (line 88: “£YE↑A:↓:H£”), produced with a matching smile voice and
upgraded prosody (Figure 2), E resolutely reaffirms his enacted talk while
rejecting the interviewer’s challenge. An extended re-enactment of the offensive

Figure 2: RT OI and repair in Excerpt 12 (lines 87 and 88).

5 Jefferson et al. (1987) distinguish laughter that appreciates and laughter that affiliates in
response to impropriety.
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talk to the jogger bolsters his claim to factuality, upgrades his angry stance in
the storyworld, and further invites intimacy. The interviewer first declines to
respond (lines 89 and 91) and then disaffiliates from the impropriety by ques-
tioning E’s moral character (“that’s who you are?” line 93). Not only did E’s
invitation to intimacy through the enactment of improprieties fail, but the
coparticipants have collaboratively reached a state of mutual disaffiliation.

In the other-initiated repair sequences discussed so far, the RT speaker’s (dis)
confirmation either resolves the recipient’s understanding or acceptability problem,
or the RT recipient does not further pursue repair. In the next two excerpts, we see
that the recipient of the enacted talk issues more than one OI on the same RT (on
“multiples,” see Schegloff 2000). In Excerpt 13, J, an immigrant from Vietnam, is
telling a story about howhe first met his American boyfriend, F, on a telephone chat
line. The excerpt begins with J describing their first conversation on the phone.

(13) Chat Line
15 J: oh give me your phone number cuz I have

16 to call you back because my phon::e, (1.4)

17 somehow I cannot receive call but I can

18 call ou::t,=
19 → I: =you said?

20 (0.4)

21 J: I said that.=
22 → I: =is that- (0.4) [really?

23 J: [I s-

24 (0.4)

25 J: £I don’t know (.) (ha) I (h)

26 [don’t (want to) trick£

27 I: [eheheheh

28 (0.5)

29 J: £but it was tru:e (.) my pho[ne£

30 I: [okay

((description of phone plan omitted))

40 I: so you- (0.3) you got his number

41 J: I got his number

((story continues))

After finding out that his chat line partner was married, J enacts how he
asked F for his phone number while avoiding giving his own. The interviewer
stops the progression of the story by questioning whether J actually did give the
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explanation (“somehow I cannot receive call but I can call ou::t,” lines 17 and
18) to F (line 19 : “you said?”). J affirms the interviewer’s understanding with a
confirmatory repeat (“I said that.”). 6 Yet the interviewer does not treat the repair
as a resolution but issues another, upgraded repair initiation with an incipient
polar question (“is that-”) that he self-repairs to “really?” (line 21). The response
token conveys a stance of “ritualized disbelief” (Wilkinson and Kitzinger 2006)
that challenges the credibility or propriety of J’s purported talk to F. The
successive OIs are scaled by severity, the first addressing the RT as posing a
problem of understanding and the second a problem of acceptability (Svennevig
2008).

In overlap with the interviewer’s “really?” J starts the repair with a quotative
(“I s-”) that projects another version of what he said to F. However J abandons
the incipient action and instead defends himself against the challenge with an
equivocal response. The verbal format of his turn denies the implication that he
was intentionally deceitful (lines 25 and 26, see Potter 1998 on the defensive use
of “I don’t know”) while the smiling voice and inserted laugh particles suggest
admission that his reported action smacks of deceit (Carter 2013). Overlapping
the denial, the interviewer does a laughter response that orients to the admis-
sion and prompts further accounting from J. The account is prefaced with a truth
avowal (line 29) and constructed with extensive “defensive detailing” (Jefferson
1985) that defends J’s enacted talk against the charge of deceit (lines 29–39). As
in Excerpt 11, the interviewer orients to the progressivity of the interview by
prompting the teller to return to the storytelling (line 40: “so you- (0.3) you got
his number.”). We note that in this excerpt, the trouble source speaker only
responds to the challenge done through the second other-initiation of repair but
does not do the repair, for instance by re-affirming his earlier confirmation of the
interviewer’s candidate understanding (line 21). In this way the teller treats the
recipient’s understanding problem as having been dealt with in his response to
the first repair initiation and so handles the issue of whether the RT occurred as
portrayed as an established fact.

In the cases we have seen so far, the quoted talk that the OI addressed was
attributed to the teller. Improprieties in the RT therefore became issues with the
teller’s moral character. In Excerpt 14, the objectionable talk is ascribed to a third
party. K is talking about the time she was working in a department store. Here she
portrays a coworker’s intolerance toward second language speakers of English.

6 With the repeat J not only confirms the story recipient’s understanding, as a yeah token
would do. He also confirms that his explanation had implied, but not made explicit, that the
talk did actually occur as portrayed. In this sense, J treats the explanation as alluding to its
status as RT, and prompted by the RT recipient, he now confirms the allusion (Schegloff 1996).
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(14) Co-worker
188 K: and when people come to, (0.3) to her for,

189 (1.7) information: an’, (0.4) sometime

190 (2.3) n- (1.3) s-you know how people they

191 get (0.5) little bit, (1.0) difficult in

192 understanding? (0.5) my coworker she will

193 ask her, (0.8) WHAT PART of En↑glish

194 °that you don’t understand.°

195 (1.6)

196 → I: she says that to [people?

197 K: [YES

198 → I: to customers?

199 K: ↑↑YES

200 (0.9)

201 → I: oh my god.

K depicts how her coworker habitually challenges the comprehension skills
of less proficient speakers of English in an insulting manner. With multiple OIs,
the interviewer conveys increasing disapproval of the coworker’s conduct. The
first OI (line 196: “she says that to people?”) construes the coworker’s act of
saying and its topical content as offensive by marking the critical turn elements
with stepped-up pitch. When the teller confirms, the interviewer upgrades his
disapproval by self-repairing the addressee of the clerk’s talk from “people”
(reused from K’s telling) to “customers” (line 198). The category repair (Stokoe
2012) makes the relationship between customers and salespersons relevant and
invokes its defining rights and obligations. The second OI thus generates the
implication that the RT ascribed to the coworker violates the norms of profes-
sional conduct and conveys a censuring stance toward it. K confirms the
interviewer’s understanding with a prosodically upgraded response token
(↑↑YES, line 199), whereupon the interviewer completes the repair sequence
with a strong show of moral outrage (line 201). Through the escalating con-
firmation sequences following the enacted talk, storyteller and recipient
achieve a joint stance of moral indignation over the coworker’s conduct (Drew
1998).

This section has shown several ways in which candidate understandings
locate understanding and acceptability problems with represented talk and
how these OIs are taken up by the RT speaker. The next section examines a
case in which several RT OIs appear in close succession within the same
storytelling.
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5 Candidate understandings in a series

Several of the candidate understandings in the collection come from a series of
stories in which E complains about being repeatedly mistreated by bank employ-
ees (Excerpts 9 and 10 and Prior 2011). These extended stories are predominantly
accomplished through constructed dialogue. At certain moments in the telling,
the story recipient requests confirmation of how he understands, and sometimes
evaluates, the enacted talk. RT OIs in these sequential positions and with the
observed compositional features can and do occur as single occurrences, but
when they appear in fairly close succession within the same activity the parti-
cipants may recognize them as repeated, related, or otherwise connected
actions. The following analysis focuses on an episode in one version of the story.

In Excerpt 15, E enacts how he reprimanded Jenny, one of the bank clerks he
consulted about his mortgage transactions. The excerpt includes three
sequences of RT OIs that exhibit a parallel sequential structure.

(15) Bank story

1

31 E: if you could help me you help me but you
32 cannot help me at least know y-you give me
33 some advice but you cannot.hhh cannot
34 (0.2) yell at me like that (0.3) which (.)
35 (it’s) not proper.
36 (1.5)
37 so I told her that.=
38 → I: =you told HER:.=
39 E: =Y↑EA↓H=
40 I: =okay, (0.2) °°an’ then?°°

((7 lines omitted))

2

48 E: (0.4).hhhh I would like to find somebody
49 I can- can- (0.4) can- (0.3) can be- (0.2)
50 be able to help me..hh (1.5) that I-I can
51 talk to I can,.hh I can s:olve my problem
52 >but I can- I don’t-< but you,.hh but you
53 you make me feel bad.
54 (0.3)
55 you [see?
56 → I: [you TOLD her]tha[t.
57 E: [yeh.hh=
58 I: =okay =
59 E: =but you you (.) you make me feel bad.

((14 lines omitted))
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3

74 E: I’m here as a customer (0.8) okay because
75 I’m-.hhh HERE (you’re nice) like a
76 business.
77 (1.0)
78 → I: you TOLD her that=
79 E: =Y↑ah
80 (1.0)
81 I: WOW
82 (0.6)
83 E: an’ suddenly I said no- (.) okay if-if
84 you like this, (0.2) I would like to find
85 somebody else.

In the three sequences, E completes his extended complaints to Jennywith strong
reprimands:“(it’s) notproper.” (line 35), “but youyoumakeme feel bad.” (lines 52 and
53), “I’m here as a customer. (0.8) okay because I’m-.hhh HERE (you’re nice) like a
business.” (lines 74–76). At these climacticmoments, an affiliative response becomes
relevant, but the interviewer passes up the opportunity, and a gap of silence ensues
(lines 36, 54, and 77). In the first two sequences, E next pursues a responsewith one of
twomethods, a so-prefaced summary description asserting that he complained to the
bank clerk as exhibited in the RT (line 37: “so I told her that.”) and a conventionalized
expression that solicits a display of understanding (line 55: “you see?”). 7 With these
practices, E shows that he indeed expects the interviewer to be responsive to his
project, that is, portrayinghimself as someonewho fought back againstmistreatment.
Yet no such empathetic action is forthcoming, and by the third sequence, it appears
that E has given up pursuing an affiliative response.

Instead of empathetic alignment, the interviewer other-initiates repair of the
preceding enacted talk (lines 38, 56, and 78). The OIs are composed with the
same utterance structure – you told her (that) – and a global falling pitch
direction that conveys a relatively certain understanding. They also make salient
through increased pitch or loudness the specific component(s) of the RT for
which they seek confirmation. The candidate understandings get confirmations
with different versions of yeah tokens, latched onto the OIs (lines 39 and 79) or
produced in terminal overlap (line 57). The confirmation sequences are brought
to a close with sequence-closing thirds. In the first two sequences, the inter-
viewer’s okay (lines 40 and 58) accepts the repair and returns the activity to the

7 From the voice quality with which “you see?” is produced, the utterance could be heard as being
addressed to the bank clerk in the storyworld, i.e., as continuation of the RT, or to the story
recipient. The ambiguity remains unresolved as the story recipient other-initiates repair in overlap.
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main action that the repair sequence had put on hold (cf. Beach on the use of
okay to display a “‘state of readiness’ for moving to next-positioned matters,”
1993:328–329). In the third instance, the interviewer closes the sequence with an
assessment, “WOW” (line 81). After the closure of each confirmation sequence, E
resumes the story with further enactments of how he stood up to Jenny.

In this rough characterization of the sequence organization we have noted
what the three RT OI episodes have in common. We will now turn to differences
in stance marking that are grafted on the shared structure.

15a 37 E: so I told her that.=
38 → I: =you told ↑her:.=
39 E: =Y↑EA↓H=
40 I: =okay, (0.2) °°an’ then?°°

In the first candidate understanding, “her” is produced with raised pitch
(184.5 Hz) and increased loudness (78.4 dB). With these prosodic features
(Figure 3), the interviewer primarily locates the addressee of the RT in the
storyworld as the trouble source. In addition, with the contrastive emphasis,
the interviewer conveys some measure of surprise at the implication that E in the
figure of the customer expressed his complaints directly to the bank clerk (rather
than, for instance, to another party such as a supervisor or another employee, as
in Excerpt 9). The surprise, although quite muted in comparison to the following
stance displays, is recognized by E and addressed in the prosodic design of his

Figure 3: Recipient OI and teller response in Excerpt 15a (lines 38–40).
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confirmation. The confirmation token Y↑EA↓H (line 39) has a pronounced pitch
rise and fall with a slightly higher peak (186.2 Hz) than that of the interviewer’s
preceding “↑her:”. E thus calibrates the peak pitch of the yeah token to the
contiguous component of the repair initiation, which also indexically references
the trouble source. In this way he conveys recognition but not acceptance of the
surprise. On the contrary, the relatively marked loudness (85.6 dB) and rise–fall
show mild irritation that the interviewer finds E’s reprimanding of the clerk
astonishing (Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 1996). We have to note that at this point
the incongruent stances displayed by the participants are not confrontational.
They range at the lower end of a disaffiliation scale, as we try to convey with
such downgraders as “mild,” “slight,” and muted.”

The interviewer’s “okay” accepts the confirmation but ignores E’s affective
stance. Instead, as adumbrated by “okay,” he prompts E to continue the story
(line 40: “°°an’ then?°°”). With his orientation to the progression of the telling,
the interviewer declines E’s pursuit to engage with him on an affective level.

15b 55 E: you [see?

56 → I: [you ↑TO↓LD her]tha[t.

57 E: [yeh.hh=
58 I: =okay =
59 E: =but you you (.) you make me feel bad.

Through the first OIs it has been established that the bank clerk was the
addressee of E’s enacted talk. The trouble source that the subsequent

Figure 4: Recipient OI and teller response in Excerpt 15b (lines 56 and 57).
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candidate understandings seek to confirm is referenced by the verbum dicendi
“told”: did E indeed say to the clerk what he had enacted, indexed with
“that?” In the second candidate understanding (line 56) “↑TO↓LD” is pro-
duced with extra loudness (89.7 dB) and a low rising and falling pitch contour
(Figure 4). The cluster of prosodic features gives the component a tone of
disapproval. Yet in his confirmation of the understanding check, E shows no
orientation to the interviewer’s stance. In line 57, “yeh” is produced in terminal
overlap (Jefferson 1984) with the OI and followed by an in-breath, suggesting
that E is about to start a new activity. After the interviewer’s latched “okay,” E
resumes enacting his complaint to the bank clerk (line 59) by repeating
verbatim the climactic accusation. E’s actions work together to suggest that
he is treating the OI at this stage as an unnecessary distraction. With his
disattention to the interviewer’s stance E treats the disapproval as misplaced
and rejects it.

15c 77 (1.0)

78 → I: you t↑old her that.=
79 E: =Y↑AH
80 (1.0)

81 I: WOW

82 (0.6)

83 E: an’ suddenly I said no- (.) okay if-if

84 you like this, (0.2) I would like to find

85 somebody else.

Figure 5: Recipient OI and teller response in Excerpt 15c (lines 77–80).
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The third OI is identical in wording to the previous, but it is produced with a
marked step-up in pitch on “told” (183.9 Hz, Figure 5), a format that more
strongly conveys astonishment. E confirms the candidate understanding with a
latched “Y↑AH” (line 79). The token is marked with louder onset (82.4 dB) and
sharp pitch rise (316 Hz), the highest pitch peak of the three confirmations in
Excerpt 15. The cluster of prosodic cues confers to the yah token a strong tone of
irritation. Both the locator of the trouble source and the confirmation token are
the most strongly marked components in the RT OI sequences in the telling of
the bank story. With these prosodic markings E and the interviewer have
reached a peak of disaffiliation over the issue of E’s complaint to the bank clerk.

In the previous repair sequences, the confirmations were quickly accepted
with okays that returned the talk to storytelling. Here, in contrast, a 1.0 second
gap of (perhaps “stunned”) silence ensues. The interviewer ends the silence by
responding to the confirmation with “WOW” (line 81). As an assessment token
wow is used to convey positive surprise and admiration (cf. Excerpt 4, line 8). At
this point in the telling, wow marks a shift in the interviewer’s stance toward E’s
enacted talk, replacing his earlier skepticism and disapproval with positive
surprise. It is possible for E to take the interviewer’s change in stance as
affiliative endorsement of the way he stood up to the bank clerk, which he
had been pursuing throughout the episode in Excerpt 15. The shift in the
interviewer’s stance diffuses the accumulated discord that the confirmation
sequences generated. After another, shorter gap E signals re-entry to the story-
telling with his personal quotative “an’ suddenly I said” and advances the
complaint to the bank clerk to a new phase.

Extract 15 has shown how successive understanding checks can convey
increasingly disaffiliative stances between the coparticipants. In all three
instances, the OI comes at a moment when the storyteller has completed the
enactment of a forceful complaint to the bank clerk and an empathetic response
from the recipient becomes relevant. When instead that response position is
occupied by an other-initiation of repair, successive OIs can be taken as escalating
threats to the teller’s claims and their storytelling project even if the repair
initiations were designed to just confirm the recipient’s understanding.
Additionally the OIs in question are also marked for a progressively more dis-
affiliative stance, which may show that the RT recipient, in turn, exhibits less
willingness to suspend disbelief when the teller repeatedly rejects the understand-
ing checks as inapposite. In the case of the first two repair sequences the story
recipient does not offer any affiliative uptake after the repair completion either,
which may further contribute to the teller’s annoyed responses to the later RT OIs.
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6 Conclusion

The analysis has examined how the recipient of complaint stories in research
interviews other-initiates repair on represented talk and in what ways these OIs
shape the ensuing interaction. The (initial) OIs in the collection are done as
candidate understandings and exhibit a regular syntactic and prosodic format.
They are designed as declarative positive polarity questions that index the
initiator’s understanding as less or more certain with a global pitch rise or fall,
and they locate the trouble source with prosodic emphasis. They identify uncer-
tain understandings of who the purported RT speaker and recipient are, whether
the quoted utterance was indeed publicly said rather than privately thought, and
whether the RT speaker said what was attributed to them. All of the candidate
understandings are confirmed or (rarely) disconfirmed in the next turn.

The OIs also serve as a vehicle to convey the RT recipient’s affective stance
toward the quoted talk. In those cases, the indexical components of the OI that
identify the trouble source are produced with prosodic marking, specifically an
increased upward pitch and higher volume. The prosodic marking distinguishes
OIs that treat the represented talk as a problem of acceptability from those that
locate an understanding problem. As Selting (1996) showed, in other-initiations
of repair that are otherwise designed in the same way, versions with marked
prosody signal the OI speaker’s “astonishment” at the talk they address them-
selves to, whereas prosodically unmarked repair initiators do not convey that
stance. In our material, the prosodically marked OIs also treat the problematic
constructed talk as running counter to the recipient’s expectations, but on
several occasions they more particularly signal disapproval. In previous research
on complaint stories (Drew 1998; Selting 2010), the socially problematic talk was
attributed to a third party and the story recipient joined the teller in their
disapproval. This constellation (Excerpt 14) is rare in the collection. For the
most part, the marked OIs are directed at talk attributed to the teller as a figure
in the story and so index the RT recipient’s disaffiliation with the teller. In any
event, the understanding checks and their prosodic format display how the RT
recipient analyzes the enacted talk in the context of the unfolding story and the
larger activity of the research interview. The tellers and RT speakers, on their
part, show through the prosodic format of the repair completions and their
subsequent talk how they interpret the repair initiations besides checking
understanding.

We also showed how two consecutive other-initiations of repair that address
the same RT are used to upgrade the seriousness of the trouble from under-
standing to acceptability (Excerpt 12) and from acceptability infringements on a
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relatively lower scale to transgressions on a higher scale (Excerpt 13). In these
cases, as well as in Excerpt 11, the OI addressed the represented talk as an
impropriety. In Excerpts 11 and 13, the RT was designed as transgressive and the
OIs showed recognition of and challenged the impropriety. In Excerpt 12, the
quoted talk was not designed as improper. Here it was through the OI that the
RT was treated as objectionable in the first place, and the OI generated extensive
accounting work by the RT speaker. Finally, we examined the trajectories of
successive OIs that addressed different quotes in a lengthy RT episode at
moments that made an affiliative response relevant (Extracts 15a–15c).
Through the design of the OIs and the responses both parties took up an
increasingly disaffiliative stance.

We observed that the understanding checks frequently appear at moments
where the recipient could be expected to show affiliation with the stance con-
veyed through the enacted talk and the teller’s project more broadly. When we
consider the shortage of affiliative actions in the immediate environment of the
other-initiated repair sequences, it is useful to also think about the limitation of
the OIs to the observed forms of understanding checks and the non-affiliative
stances that are often grafted on the candidate understandings. The interviewer
uses no other practices for (initial) other-initiations of repair, and there is a
complete absence of repair initiations that might target any detail of the enacted
talk itself. This begs the question what RT OIs with the observed positional and
compositional features might accomplish for the activity of autobiographic
research interviewing.

Through a range of actions and practices, the interviewer routinely orients
to the goal of the interviews as a data-generating activity, as a device to
produce relevant, detailed, and plausible stories, and to moving the interview
along in accordance with his research agenda. These orientations are also
embodied in the format and placement of the OIs. First, the interviewer needs
to keep track of the unfolding story. The checks of who said what to whom are a
method that helps the interviewer to follow along as the telling evolves in situ.
They may also show an orientation to the storytellings as data that await
analysis when interview respondents can no longer be asked for clarification.
Secondly, the interviewer shows concern that the stories have some measure of
plausibility. This orientation is embodied in understanding checks that are built
to challenge the enacted talk at “implausible moments,” such as when the
enactment appears “out of character” for the teller or incongruent with
expected conduct. Thirdly, although the OIs put the progression of the ongoing
telling on hold, the interviewer orients to advancing the interview with
sequence-closing thirds (Excerpts 11, 14, 15a, 15b, and 15c) and by prompting
the teller to proceed with the story (Excerpts 11, 13, and 15a). His repeated
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withholding of empathetic uptake may also show an orientation to moving the
telling forward.

In ordinary conversation tellers of complaint stories expect their recipients
to affiliate with the teller’s stance, and representing talk is a powerful method
to generate responses with a matching affective posture. In the interviews the
respondents show repeatedly through their talk enactments, through other
actions before an RT OI, and in the post-completion that they hold similar
expectations. These expectations may be reinforced by moments in the inter-
views that resemble intimate conversations or interaction in psychotherapy
(Prior 2016). When expected affiliation to an RT is not forthcoming although
the teller made a response slot available, this absence can itself be taken as
disaffiliative. When instead the recipient other-initiates repair on an RT attrib-
uted to the teller, the disaffiliative import can be compounded. Disaffiliation is
further upgraded when the OI challenges the RT’s plausibility or morality, or
when successive OIs respond to different moments of extended RTs. We saw
that the RT speakers repeatedly give a prosodic format to the repairs that
conveys irritation at the OI. Such response formats confirm the OI speaker’s
understanding and at the same time reject the challenge that the RT speaker
takes the OI to do.

It is well attested in research interviews (Sarangi 2003) and other kinds of
institutional talk (e.g., Mori and Shima 2014) that respondents and clients some-
times orient to the activity as ordinary conversation whereas the professional
pursues the institutional agenda. Possibly the misalignments in interviewers’
and respondents’ practices in the other-initiated repair sequences of represented
talk also indicate diverging orientations to the activity.

In closing, we acknowledge that the other-initiations of repair in response to
represented talk in complaint stories were produced by the same interviewer.
The OI practices we have recorded are well documented in the literature, but it is
not possible to say whether the small range of OI formats are a feature of the
interviewer’s personal style. The findings and limitations of this paper strongly
indicate the need for more research on responses to RT in ordinary conversation
and different kinds of institutional talk.
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